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Abstract:

With the enormous increase in the use and volume of photographs and videos, multimedia-based digital
evidence has come to play an increasingly fundamental role in criminal investigations. However, given the
increase in the volume of multimedia data, it is becoming time-consuming and costly for investigators to
analyse the images manually. Therefore, a need exists for image analysis and retrieval techniques that are able
to process, analyse and retrieve images efficiently and effectively. Outside of forensics, image annotation
systems have become increasingly popular for a variety of purposes and major software/IT companies, such
as Amazon, Microsoft and Google all have cloud-based image annotation systems. The paper presents a series
of experiments that evaluate commercial annotation systems to determine their accuracy and ability to
comprehensively annotate images within a forensic image analysis context (rather than simply single object
imagery, which is typically the case). The paper further proposes and demonstrates the value of utilizing a
multi-algorithmic approach via fusion to achieve the best results. The results of these experiments show that
by existing systems the highest Average Recall was achieved by imagga with 53%, whilst the proposed multialgorithmic system achieved 77% across the selected datasets. These results demonstrate the benefit of using
a multi-algorithmic approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital images are now considered as a significant
feature of many security systems, playing a major role
in the forensic investigation of crimes (Redi et al.
2011). In the U.K., in addition to private security,
there are now almost six million closed-circuit
television (CCTV) systems covering public places
including 750,000 in ‘sensitive locations’ such as
banks, police stations, office buildings, and prisons,
and public places such as airports, shopping centers,
restaurants, and traffic intersections. This produces a
vast volume of images photographic and video-based
content (Forensicsciencesimplified.org 2016) and
(Singh 2015). In addition, one trillion photos were
taken in 2015 (Worthington 2015). This significant
increase in the number of images have occurred,
because of the increase of storage media, in addition
to the cost of capturing pictures has become free.
Consequently, massive digital images of evidence or
crime scenes have to be investigated.

Within criminal investigations, such evidence can
be vital in information gathering and in determining
innocence or guilt. However, with such a volume of
data to analyse, it can often be highly timeconsuming. Understanding and interpreting such
imagery can also place a huge burden upon the
investigator. Whilst many forensic tools exist, such as
EnCase, FTK, P2 Commander, Autopsy, HELIX3,
and Free Hex Editor, their focus to date has been upon
string-based examination, with image-based analysis
restricted to optical character recognition and explicit
image detection (Al Fahdi et al. 2016). Consequently,
an investigator needs a more efficient and effective
capability to interpret, analyse, and retrieve images
from large repositories in an accurate and timely
manner in order to solve criminal cases such as child
abduction, stealing a customer’s money bag in a bank,
car theft and etc.
There are two main methods for retrieving
images: retrieval by image content (image example)
and retrieval by words (annotations). The former is
referred to as Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)

and the latter, Annotation Based Image Retrieval
(ABIR). CBIR is suitable for retrieved images such as
X-ray pictures and faces of criminals from a video
that record in a crime scene. However, there are two
main shortcomings of CBIR. The first is CBIR cannot
deal with applications that contain more semantic
relationships even after adopting comprehensive
image processing techniques. For instance, to retrieve
images that related to the “Iraq war”, it is difficult to
determine the kind of query image that can give
acceptable and precise results. This is because the
concepts cannot be fully represented by visual
features. The other shortcoming is the CBIR premise;
an example image must be available for the user,
while in ABIR a user can simply compose queries
using natural language (Inoue 2004). ABIR can itself
be divided into two parts, Automatic Image
Annotation (AIA) and query processing (Hidajat
2015). The main objective of the AIA is to determine
the best annotations that can be used to describe the
visual content of an untagged or wrongly tagged
image (Tian 2015).
The ability for an investigator to search based
upon keywords (an approach that already exists
within forensic tools for character-based evidence)
provides a simple and effective approach to identify
relevant imagery. However, the focus of previous
work in AIA has been focussed upon the general
domain of image analysis, rather than focusing on the
specific requirements that exist in a forensic image
analysis context. Within the general context, there are
a number of commercial AIA systems such as Google
Cloud API (Google Cloud Platform 2017) and
Clarifai (Calrifai 2018).
The aim of this paper is two-fold. To understand
and evaluate the performance of current commercial
AIA systems and secondly, to determine whether a
multi-algorithmic approach to classification would
improve the underlying performance. The reasons for
using the multi-algorithmic approach are to increase
annotation accuracy, improve the retrieval
performance and collect different annotations for the
same image (synonyms for the same object such as
car and vehicle).
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the current
state-of-the-art within an AIA. Building upon this,
Section 3 presents the research hypothesis and
methodology. Section 4 presents the experimental
results, with Section 5 providing a discussion of the
approach and areas for future development. The
conclusion is presented in Section 6.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The authors were unable to identify any studies that
have focused upon AIA for the specific purpose of
forensic image analysis. Only (Lee et al. 2011) deals
with a particular forensic image database containing
a large collection of tattoo images (64,000 tattoo
images, provided by the Michigan State Police). They
achieved 90.5% retrieval accuracy; however, the
retrieval performance was affected by low-quality
query images, such as images with low contrast,
uneven illumination, small tattoo size, or heavy body
hair covering the tattoo. To overcome the low quality
of such images. They employed image annotation to
improve the results; however, they depended on
manual image annotation, which is time-consuming
and is deemed unsuitable when dealing with a large
volume of images. The performance of AIA systems
is measured in two ways: annotation validation and
retrieval performance. Annotation validation is
measured by equation 1.
Precision =

number of correct words

number of annotation words

(1)

Whereas, retrieval performance is measured in terms
of three parameters: precision (P), recall (R) and Fmeasure (F), as defined in equations 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.
Precision =
Recall =

Number of relevent images retreived
Total number of images retreived

Number of relevent images retreived
Total relevant images in collection

F=2∗

precision∗recall
presion+recall

(2)

(3)

(4)

In recent years, several studies have focused on the
AIA as illustrated in Table 1. The studies utilized a
number of different datasets with differing
compositions, making it difficult to compare their
performances directly. It does, however, provide an
understanding of the general performance that can be
achieved. With respect to the dataset, several authors
examined their systems using the Corel 5k dataset (Li
et al. 2012) (Xie et al. 2013) (Zhang et al. 2013)
(Bahrami and Abadeh 2014) (Zhang 2014b) (Zhang
2014a) (Hou and Wang 2014) (Yuan-Yuan et al.
2014) (Murthy et al. 2014) and (Tian 2014). The
study (Hou and Wang 2014) achieved 80% P, which
is higher than the results of other studies using the

same dataset with a single or double classifier(s). This
can be explained by the fact that multiple classifiers
can improve accuracy results by combining the
advantages of all implemented classifiers. In addition,
the use of multiple classifiers affords the chance to
generate different results that can be fused together in
order to achieve high accuracy of annotation results.
(Bahrami and Abadeh 2014) (Zhang, 2014a) and
(Tian, 2014) used the same dataset (Corel 5k) and
segmentation method (the normalized cut algorithm)
and their P were 34%, 25%, and 24% respectively.

These varying results can be attributed to using
different types of classifiers and variation in feature
extraction methods. The research studies by (Zhang,
2014b) and (Zhang, 2014a) applied the same
segmentation approach, feature extraction methods
and dataset (Corel 5K) the former study reported 34%
P and 24% R using linear regression for the
classification task. The latter utilized non-linear
regression and the accuracies were varied by
implementing the Gaussian kernel and the
polynomial kernel functions.

Table 1: Summary of AIA Studies.
Authors

Segmentation Method

Feature Extraction

Classifier Name

Hidajat
2015

Gaussian Mixture model

SIFT

Sumathi and
Hemalatha
2011

-

JEC feature extraction

Li et al.
2012

Dividing image into
blocks (16*16)

Xie et al.
2013

-

Zhang et al.
2013

JSEG algorithm

Bahrami and
Abadeh
2014
Tariq and
Foroosh 2014

Divide images into 5*6
grid

Zhang
2014b

Performance (%) Dataset Name

Images
No.

P

R

F

SVM

88

65

76

LAMDA

541

SVMs

77

35

51

Flicker

500

32

28

-

Corel

5000

34
44

51
50

41
47

Corel 5K
MIR Flickr

5000
25000

65

-

-

Corel5K
Google image

5000
5000

30
40

33
30

31
35

Corel 5K
IAPR TC-12

4999
19627

Hybrid
Color: 24 color features
Texture: 12 texture features Generative/Discriminative
Model
Two-phase generation
12 visual features
model (LIBSVM, cooccurrence measures)
Color: 1 color feature
Decision Tree
Texture: 1 texture features
Shape: 10 shape features
K-nearest neighbor
K-mean algorithm

55
45

20
19

-

IAPR-TC 12
ESP-Game

19846
21844

the normalized cut
algorithm

Color: 18 color features
Texture: 12 texture features
Shape: 5 shape features
36-dimensional visual
features for each region

Linear regression

34

24

-

Corel

5000

Zhang
2014a

the normalized cut
algorithm

36-dimensional visual
features for each region

Non-Linear regression
(Gaussian kernel and the
polynomial kernel)

25
33

41
48

-

Corel

5000

Hou and
Wang 2014

-

SIFT

SVM, Spatial Pyramid
and Histogram
Intersection Kernels

80
84
95

-

-

Caltech-256
Corel 5k
Stanford 40 actions

210
210
420

Bhargava
2014
Yuan-Yuan et
al. 2014

Hessian blob detector

SURF

SVM

38

35

-

IAPR TC12

20000

-

Color: 3 color features
Texture: 2 texture features

26

28

-

Corel 5K

5000

Region growing method

Color: 1 color feature
Texture: 1 texture feature
Shape: 1 shape feature

Baseline Model Noparameter Probabilistic
Model
SVM, Neural networks,
Bayesias networks and
nearest neighbor

70

-

-

ETH-80

3280

-

Color : 9 color features

SVM, Discrete Multiple
Bernoulli Relevance
Model

36
55
56

48
25
29

-

Corel-5K
ESP-Game
IAPRTC-12

5000
20770
19627

Color: 81 color features
Normalized cut algorithm Texture:
179 texture features TSVM, Bayesian model
Shape: 549 shape features

24

-

-

Corel 5K

5000

SVM

93
64
95

-

-

image bank relate
to the training set
TUDarmstadt

325

K-mean algorithm

35

44

-

IAPR TC-12

1800

Semi-Supervised CCA

57

46

-

LabelMe
Caltech

96

Oujaoura et al.
2014
Murthy et al.
2014
Tian
2014
Majidpour
2015

-

Color: 2 color features
Texture: 1 texture feature

Xia et al. Image’s low-level features Region area, width and high
2015
for each region
SREEDHAN
YA and
6 Features
CHHAYA
2017

The prior research demonstrates the performance that
can be achieved can vary considerably, between
classifiers and even with the same segmentation and
feature extraction approach and dataset. It is,
therefore, challenging to really understand the extent
to which this approach works in practice.
Some studies have dealt with the image as one object
and ignored the segmentation stage such as (Sumathi
and Hemalatha 2011) (Xie et al. 2013) (Bahrami and
Abadeh 2014) (Hou and Wang 2014) (Yuan-Yuan et
al. 2014) (Murthy et al. 2014) (Majidpour et al. 2015)
and (SREEDHANYA and CHHAYA 2017). The
highest P was achieved by the studies (Sumathi and
Hemalatha 2011) (Majidpour et al. 2015) and
(SREEDHANYA and CHHAYA 2017) that utilized
a small set of images to evaluate their performance.
Indeed, it appears that as the size of the dataset
increases, the retrieval accuracy decreases. This
suggests results are particularly sensitive to the
nature, composition and size of the dataset. This
finding is also repeated in the study that employed the
segmentation algorithm such as (Hidajat 2015). This
is expected because an increase in the number of
images that need to be analysed also leads to greater
diversity in their contents, and thus the number of
features needed to describe these contents will also
increase. This, in turn, means that the feature
extraction and comparison process to retrieve
relevant images will be more complicated, and so the
retrieval accuracy will be more inefficient.
On another note, (Hidajat 2015) (Sumathi and
Hemalatha 2011) (Oujaoura et al. 2014) and
(SREEDHANYA and CHHAYA 2017) offered good
procedures for AIA and achieved high retrieval
accuracy. However, these studies have been typically
evaluated against datasets with a specific focus. They
do not have the complexity and diversity that one
might expect with a forensic investigation. The need
for diversity and complexity in the forensic
investigation comes from the diversity of cases that
need to be solved which lead to the diversity of
images contents that required to be analysed in order
to find the evidence thereby solve the crime. As
demonstrated above, AIA studies suffer from
multiple problems. First, there is no standard
annotation database for performance testing. Second,

there is a disparity in system performance, because of
the divergence in segmentation, features, and
classifier approaches, as well as the number of images
used in the assessment. Third, most studies conduct
experiments using unrealistic image databases.
Datasets that are unrelated to real-life complex and
diverse imagery as would be expected in a forensic
case. This makes it impossible to determine whether
these studies would achieve a high performance in
forensic image analysis.
Many commercial AIA systems that exist and have
been designed by big players within the market (e.g.
Google, Microsoft). However, there is little evidence
or literature to suggest how well these systems work
and to what extent the problems that exist within the
academic literature still remain.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
AND METHODOLOGY
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It is clear from the prior art that research in AIA has
been undertaken independent of the forensic image
analysis domain and significant progress has been
made. This raised the question to what extent could
existing commercial AIA systems be of benefit in
forensic image analysis – where the nature of the
imagery being analysed is far more complicated than
has been utilized in prior studies. Therefore, the
principal goal of the study was to assess the
performance of these systems. An extension of this
investigation was also to explore how the
performance would be affected by fusion. This led to
the first two experiments are:
Experiment 1: understand and evaluate the
performance of commercial AIA systems
using real-life imagery.
Experiment 2: determine whether a multialgorithmic fusion approach of the
aforementioned commercial systems would
improve performance.
An analysis of the results from the first experiment
highlighted that the annotation accompanying the
datasets was not complete. This is due to missing
annotations or indeed having the incorrect classified
annotation in the dataset. Therefore, a further
experiment was undertaken where a subset of the

images was manually annotated (this included the
original annotation accompanying the dataset):

Precision (AP), Average Recall (AR) and F-measure
were used to summarize the performance.

Experiment 3: re-evaluate the performance based
upon a more robust dataset annotation.

Experiment 2 Methodology

In order to conduct these experiments, there is a need
for a dataset upon which run the experiments against.
An essential requirement for the dataset was to
simulate (as close as possible) image characteristics
that are similar to those that would be obtained in a
forensic investigation. These special characteristics
include images that contain multiple objects with
different sizes and orientations, irregular background,
vary in quality, unconstrained illumination and
different resolutions. Consequently, two publically
available datasets IAPR-TC 12 (Tariq and Foroosh
2014) (Bhargava 2014) and (Xia et al. 2015) and
ESP-Game (Tariq and Foroosh 2014) and (Murthy et
al. 2014) were identified, because the researcher was
unable to access any real-life forensic image datasets
that were fully annotated. These two datasets contain
various images with various characteristics, and all
images in both datasets are fully annotated and thus
suitable for evaluating the performance of the
commercial AIA systems and the proposed approach.
IAPR-TC 12 contains 19,627 images, with a
resolution of 480 x 360, from locations around the
world and with varied content such as places,
animals, people, and birds. The ESP-Game dataset
contains 20,770 images that have various images with
different image sizes.
Experiment 1 Methodology
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the
performance of commercial systems that able to
understand the contents of the image, thereby are used
as automatic image annotation systems. Several
commercial providers were identified [Google Cloud
Vision API, Clarifai, imagga (Imagga.com 2016), and
Microsoft Cognitive Services (Computer Vision API)
(Microsoft Cognitive Services 2017)]. The systems
were evaluated on the two different datasets, IAPRTC 12 and ESP-Game using a random selection of
500 images from each dataset (1000 images were
used for evaluation). Images are various in their
contents such as human photographs, landscapes,
public places, traffic, animals, clothes, tools etc. The
vocabulary size for IAPR-TC 12 and ESP-Game
dataset is 153 and 755 words, respectively. Precision
and Recall of per word were calculated, then Average

Having established the baseline performance, it
became immediately apparent that the different
systems performed very differently. This led to a
hypothesis of whether fusion of the systems would
provide for a better degree of performance. A multialgorithmic approach was developed that consisted of
three stages: annotation extraction, normalization and
fusion as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Block diagram of multi-algorithmic approach.

Annotation Extraction: extracts the annotations for
each image in dataset through sending the image to
multiple AIA systems, and then stores the result for
each system. The output from each system (as
illustrated in Figure 2) having a special form as
compared to other annotation systems. The difference
appears in the number of words that used to annotate
images, the value of confidence score (probability)
and in the output style of the annotations results. This
leads to the problem of how to combine these
different styles of annotation and express them in a
unified form that can be fused to find the final
annotation.
Multiple
Normalization
Procedures:
a
normalization process was required prior to fusion.
The normalization process was employed to exclude
all useless data and store only words and their
confidence scores for each system individually in
order to make confidence scores (probability)
comparable to each other. The outputs were parsed
and reformatted accordingly.

Table 2: Example of Word Repetition by Different
Systems.
System 1

System 2

System 3

System 4

Fusion

sky

sky

sky

sky

sky

95.9426

28.5957

99.2699

96.3234

320.1316

The same datasets that utilized to evaluate the
performance of the current commercial AIA systems
(Experiment 1) were employed to evaluate the
proposed multi-algorithmic approach performance in
order to compare the performance. The results were
presented in two forms. Fusion (All) based upon all
annotations words and Fusion (Threshold) based
upon the words having achieved a sufficient
probability score of 90% or higher. This provides a
focus upon the accuracy of the annotations. The
Fusion (All) and Fusion (Threshold) were examined
using the same two datasets that employed in the first
experiment. In Fusion (All), each image was
annotated with more than 50 labels. The Average
Precision, Average Recall and F-measure calculated
the performance.
Experiment 3 Methodology

Figure 2: Comparison between four commercial systems
annotation output forms.

Fusion: the final stage of the multi-algorithmic
approach was fusing the results from the four
commercial systems to obtain correct and accurate
annotation that describes image contents and will
later be used as the query text by the investigator. The
fusion stage was carried out through aggregation all
annotation results that collected from four system,
then the repetitions for the same word were excluded
and a new probability was calculated through
accumulating the probabilities that generated by the
four systems for the same word as demonstrated in
Table 2. After that, the final annotations were
arranged in descending order depending on theirs the
probabilities values in order to acquire for the final
annotation of each image.

An analysis of the results from Experiment 1 and 2
found errors within the IAPR-TC 12 and ESP-Game
datasets annotations that they had been given, thereby
the evaluation against with the two datasets is not fair.
The two datasets were found to have incorrect and
missing annotations – leading to misleading results –
as many of them were incorrectly annotated.
Consequently, a re-evaluation was undertaken against
dataset annotation and manual re-annotation dataset
for 100 images from the IAPRTC-12 dataset. In order
to build manual re-annotation dataset, firstly
collecting all the words that used to annotate the
images based on their dataset annotation (original
annotation files) in one list. After that, these images
were re-annotated based on the list of words in order
to create a re-annotation dataset as illustrated in Table
3. The performance of all commercial systems,
Fusion (All) and Fusion (Threshold) against reannotation and original annotation is presented.

Table 3: Examples of Image Re-annotation.
Image

4

Original
Annotation
humans
person
woman
landscape nature
vegetation
trees

Re-annotation
Bush
Face of person
Grass
Ground
Group of persons
Hat
Humans
Leaf
Man
Person
Plant
Tree
Trees
Vegetation
woman

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following sections show the performance of the
current commercial AIA systems and the proposed
multi-algorithmic approach as well as the evaluation
of dataset annotation.
Experiment 1
In this section, the performance of each commercial
system is compared with others. These systems can
obtain suitable annotation results. The findings
showed that each annotation system (Microsoft,
Clarifai, imagga, or Google cloud) has different levels
of performance (as illustrated in Tables 4 and 5), with
systems struggling more with the ESP-Game dataset.
Likely, due to differing in the approaches that are
used by each system to find the image annotations led
to differing in the number of labels and probability
values. The results also show that all systems
achieved better results using IAPR-TC 12 dataset
compared to the corresponding results using ESPGame dataset. This is because the vocabulary size has
many words which not match with systems
annotation, and also some images in the ESP-Game
dataset are small and low quality, thereby the
performance of commercial systems is affected with
the size of the image and its quality and this has
appeared in the recent studies (Tariq and Foroosh
2014) and (Murthy et al. 2014). In addition, imagga
system achieved the highest recall values for both
datasets, due to a large number of words that utilized
by the system to annotate each image. While, the
Clarifai system achieved higher results regarding the
F-measure for both datasets compared to the others
systems because the number of annotations was far
larger than Microsoft and Google Cloud and smaller

than imagga, which made it more precise and more
retrieve. Microsoft and Google cloud achieved higher
precision compared with other system using IAPRTC 12 dataset, however, their recall was low because
they used a little number of words for annotation that
precisely describe image content comparing with
imagga and Clarifai as shown in Table 4. In addition,
Microsoft's precision performance decreased in the
ESP-Game dataset (as demonstrated in Table 5)
because this dataset contained images with sizes less
than the acceptable size that acceptable by Microsoft
to find accurate label detection. Generally, the
performance of these systems was low due to the
quality of images that were used for evaluation, in
addition to the difference between the words and its
number that used by these systems and the words in
dataset annotation (original annotation) that were
used for evaluation.
Table 4: The Comparison of Annotation Performance for
Microsoft, Google Cloud, imagga and Clarifai on IAPR-TC
12 dataset.
System Name
Microsoft
Google cloud
imagga
Clarifai

AP (%)
0.38
0.41
0.34
0.36

AR (%)
0.31
0.30
0.54
0.52

F (%)
0.34
0.35
0.41
0.43

Table 5: The Comparison of Annotation Performance for
Microsoft, Google Cloud, imagga and Clarifai on ESPGame dataset.
System Name
Microsoft
Google cloud
imagga
Clarifai

AP (%)
0.23
0.27
0.21
0.29

AR (%)
0.18
0.23
0.52
0.45

F (%)
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35

Experiment 2
Tables 6 and 7 present the results of the multialgorithmic approach. It was found that the
performance of the multiple-algorithmic approach
outperformed other commercial AIA systems against
all three criteria across both datasets. Within a
forensic image analysis context, the average recall
(AR) is more important than average precision (AP),
as it is preferably for an artefact to be identified than
missed, even if this results in an investigator having
to examine more images. Fusion (All) based recall
rates of 76-78% against a single-classifier with the

best result of 54% shows a significant improvement.
Regarding the average precision (AP), the highest
value achieved by Google cloud was 41% that
annotates image approximately 15 words, however,
Fusion (All) achieved 35% despite it annotated the
image with more than 50 tags as an average.
Furthermore, Fusion (Threshold) that annotates the
image with more than 20 tags achieved high average
precision (AP) for both datasets than the other AIA
systems. Moreover, the precision of the Fusion
(Threshold) is greater than the precision of Fusion
(All) results, because there is an inversely
proportional between the number of words and
accuracy.
Table 6: The Comparison of Annotation Performance for
Fusion (All) and Fusion (Threshold) on IAPR-TC 12
dataset. (Red color refers to the superiority of the proposed
approach).
System Name
Fusion (All)
Fusion (Threshold)

AP (%)
0.35
0.43

AR (%)
0.76
0.58

F (%)
0.48
0.49

Table 7: The Comparison of Annotation Performance for
Fusion (All) and Fusion (Threshold) on ESP-Game dataset.
(Red color refers to the superiority of the proposed
approach).
System Name
Fusion (All)
Fusion (Threshold)

AP (%)
0.32
0.37

AR (%)
0.78
0.50

F (%)
0.46
0.42

Validating the semantic retrieval performance of the
multi-algorithmic fusion approach, Precision, Recall
and F-measure were employed to evaluate the single
word retrieval performance. The retrieval
performance was tested separately based on dataset
annotation, Fusion (Threshold) and Fusion (All), and
the F-measure (F) values were 72.4%, 84.0% and
77.5%, respectively as shown in Table 8. These
results showed the superiority of the multialgorithmic fusion approach over original annotation
(IAPR-TC 12 dataset); despite some of the images
were very small, low in contrast or have part of the
requested object. In addition, the image object itself
differs in shape, color, size, location and direction in
each image. The Fusion (All) annotation achieved the
lower average precision, because it retrieves some
images that have objects related with the tested word;
however, it successfully retrieved all images that have
the tested words in their content, and its Average

Recall (AR) is 98%. This means that the proposed
approach will help the investigator to retrieve all
requested evidence from the images dataset; thereby
it will facilitate the process of identifying and solving
the crimes.
Table 8: The Retrieval Performance Based on One Word
Queries. (Red color refers to the superiority of the proposed
approach).
Dataset
annotation
Words

Fusion
(Threshold)

Fusion
(All)

P (%)

R (%)

P (%)

R (%)

P (%)

R (%)

car

97.7

86

96

96

75.3

100

food

100

69

91.4

76.1

78.8

97.6

dog

100

100

92.3

92.3

75

92.3

Flower/
rose
cold

100

1.25

85.7

60

75

100

100

27.7

83.3

55.5

51.5

94.4

bicycle

100

33.3

100

100

66.6

100

bed

100

85.7

77.7

100

63.6

100

boy

100

51.6

65.7

74.1

27.6

100

Average

99.7

56.8

86.5

81.7

64.1

98

F

72.4

84.0

77.5

In addition, the comparison between dataset
annotation and Fusion (Threshold) annotations
results indicates that the original annotation lost some
words and does not provide synonyms or substitute
words that describe the same image content. The
proposed approach predicted annotations (words) for
the images better than dataset annotation (original
annotation) in three issues. Firstly, it is more accurate
in describing image content. Secondly, the number of
words that describe the image by the proposed
approach is greater than dataset annotation, as well as
the multi-algorithmic describes all image contents
efficiently that will help on not miss any object in the
image. Thus, the proposed approach can solve the
problem of poor annotation (images are not annotated
with all relevant keywords) and overcome the
limitations above in AIA studies. Finally, it offers
many synonyms and describes the whole image
content as illustrated in Table 9.

Table 9: Examples of Fusion Annotation Matching with
Ground Truth Annotation for Two Datasets (APR-TC 12
and ESP-Game).
APR-TC 12 Dataset

Image

Original
Annotation
Fusion
Annotation

Image

Humans, group of
Humans, person,
persons, landscape
child, child girl, man
nature, sky
made, floor
Snow, sky, winter,
People, group,
ice, cold, outdoor,
education, class,
landscape, travel,
child, person, adult,
outdoors, water,
classroom, boy,
beach, people,
school, man, room,
leisure, vacation,
teacher, woman,
frosty, vehicle, froze,
indoor, wear
recreation, frost,
weather
ESP- Game Dataset

Original
Annotation

Car, building

Fusion
Annotation

Building, sky, road,
street, town,
downtown,
architecture, city,
travel, outdoor,
urban, house,
tourism, old,
outdoors, car,
modern, horizontal,
facade

Chicken, meal, table,
bowl, food, white,
Asian, dinner
Food, meal, plate,
dish, table, cuisine,
lunch, restaurant,
dinner, meat,
delicious, sauce,
vegetable, healthy,
tasty, cooking, hot,
indoor, epicure,
refreshment, no
person

Figure 3: Average precision of the six systems with two
different annotation datasets.

For Average Recall values, opposite results were
obtained (as presented in Figure 4), because the reannotation dataset is more precise (inverse
relationship between precision and recall). However,
the AR of the Fusion (All) in the re-annotation dataset
is still higher than the other online existing AIA
systems because Fusion (All) includes all annotations
that collected from all systems. Generally, the Fmeasure value of Fusion (All) is higher than the other
AIA systems and Fusion (Threshold) especially using
re-annotation dataset as shown in Figure 5. The issue
re-annotating introduces is the expansion in the
number of annotations listed for each image.
Consequently, the Fusion (Threshold) is negatively
impacted. The results of this investigation show that
the Fusion (All) and Fusion (Threshold) in all metrics
were higher than other systems regardless the dataset
validity used for evaluation – supporting the use of a
multi-algorithmic approach.

Experiment 3
Correcting for errors or missing in the annotation that
came with the dataset shows the overall precision has
improved across the board (as illustrated in Figure 3),
with Fusion (Threshold) achieving the highest
performance. This means that the re-annotation
dataset enables significantly more precise and true
results than dataset annotation (IAPRTC-12 dataset)
because the re-annotation dataset addressed the
missing and wrong annotations issues.

Figure 4: Average recall of the six systems with two
different annotation datasets.

performance than the rest of the systems regardless of
the dataset that used for evaluation.

Figure 5: F-measure of the six systems with two different
annotation datasets.
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DISCUSSION

The evaluation of different commercial AIA systems
(as illustrated in experiment 1) revealed the
performance of these systems contrast against the
same or different datasets. This is because these
systems describe a given image in three different
ways: 1) only on the main objects in the image; 2) the
same object with different words (synonyms), and 3)
the main objects, synonym and the general
description of the whole image content. In addition,
the results showed the highest performance for all
systems was achieved by using IAPR-TC 12 dataset
compared to the corresponding results using ESPGame dataset, it is expected because the ESP-Game
dataset contains some small and low-quality images,
in addition to the small number of vocabulary that
used for annotations. This means that the
performance of the systems is affected negatively by
the quality and size of the image. The second conducted experiment results showed the performance of
AIA is improved through the fusion of many systems.
Image annotation results from an individual
commercial AIA system constructively improved
through the combining between results of multiple
AIA systems. This because of the increase in the
number of annotations, collects alternatives words for
the same object (synonym), describe whole image
content as well as its objects, in addition to increasing
the reliability of the words that have high probability
score because they are repeated by different systems.
The proposed approach is able to retrieve all images
that have the text query (tested word) in their content
successfully and average recall rate was 98%, as well
as improved image annotation and solved the problem
of poor annotation (images are not annotated with all
relevant keywords). The last conducted experiment
results highlighted that usage re-annotation dataset
improved all systems precision performance because
finding some mistakes in dataset annotation.
Additionally, the proposed approach achieved better

However, the use of publically available annotation
systems introduces some operational limitations.
Firstly, some of these systems such as Microsoft
Vision API take a copy of the image in order to
improve its system performance. Secondly, there is a
variety of forensic images evidence that has been
captured by different devices; some of them are often
poor quality and highly variable in size and content.
Thus, the precision of annotation that obtained from
available commercial annotation systems affected by
several factors such as image clarity, image size, and
size and direction of an object in the image.
Consequently, there is a need to explore and evaluate
a range of pre-processing procedures to introduce the
necessary privacy required and tackle image factors.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the performance of existing commercial
AIA systems, as well as the proposed multialgorithmic approach were evaluated. The
experimental results using two datasets show that the
proposed method outperforms the existing AIA
systems. The proposed method annotated the image
with many correct and accurate words that reflecting
image content and will later improve the retrieval
performance. The results also argued that the
proposed approach improved the efficiency and
accuracy of the image annotation comparable to the
state of the art works.
Future work, however, needs to seek, explore and
evaluate a range of pre-processing procedures to
achieve the necessary privacy. Furthermore,
additional research in image enhancement should be
conducted to improve image quality that would
improve the annotation systems performance, thereby
improving the performance of the multi-algorithmic
approach.
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